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A Abstract. The present paper is concerned with the dual space G 
conslsting of all unitary equivalence classes of continuous irredu-
cible unitary representations of separable [FC]- groups (ioe. groups 
with precompactconjugacy classes). The main purpose of the paper 
is to extend certain results from the dualit~ theory of abelian groups 
and [Z] groups to the larger class of [FCJ- groups. In addition, 
we deal briefly with square-integrability for representations of 
[FC]- groups" Most of our results are proved for type I groupso 
Our key result is that ~ may be written as a disjoint union of 
abelian topological T4 groups, which are all open in 'G'. 
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1 
Ihtroduction, Ih [ 23] 1m studied the character space )((G) 
of locally compact groups G possessing precompact conjugacy classes 
( [Fe]- croups), and He uere able to extend much of the classical 
duality theory for abelian groups 2 ) to this larr;er cl:J.:;o of groups 
using X( G) as dual object 3 ), The present paper is concerned H:i.th 
A 
the dual space G of all unitary equivalence classes of continuous 
irreducible unitary Hilbert space representations of separable [FC:)-
,.. 
groups G , G is given the Fell topology, obtained from the hull 
~ernel topology on the dual space -!} (specter) of the group C -algebra, 
l'or an arbitrary locally compact group (j. insicht in the struc-
"' ture of Q often tells n:ore about the group itself than the corre-
sponding Jm01·1ledge of X(G) • This is of course partly due to the 
" fact that the elements of G alHays separate the points of G, Hhere-
as this property lq holds for X(<J.) i!' <.f E [SIN] but not generally, 
Even in the case of a type I [FC]- g:roup the character space rnay oon- · 
lltitute only a small part ot the dual. For )((G) is then isomorphic to 
the dual space (G/C)" o:f the [Fern (siN] quotient group. 0/C , 
Hhere C denotes the intersection of all closed invariant neighborhoods 
"' of e in G , [1~ Theorem 5.12, He shall prove, e,g., that G is 
connected if and only if G is aperiodic (i.e., G contains no non-
trivial compact subgroup). F'or )((G) this result can hold only Hhen 
----------
2) Such a ecneralization 1'/aS carried out in [g] for the class of 
locally compact r,roups a such that a modulus its center is compact. 
3) )((G) con8b·os of the nonzero extreme points of the set of aU 
continuous positive definite G-invariant ftmctions f on G such that 
f (e) ~ 1 ; and )( (G) 1·1<1s provided w:Lth the topology of uniform con -
v~rgence on compacta, 
4 ) If x E G, xr' e, then there is a character l1. E X(G) such that 
71, (x) p 1 • 
2 
G is replaced by G/C , see [23] (2.12). 
On the ether hand the character space X (G) is a locally compact 
" Hausdorff space for G E [Fe]- , [1~ , 1·1hereas G need not even be 
a T
0 
space (but G is ahmys loco.lly compo.ct, [4] 3.3.8). In fact 
A A 
G is T0 iff G is tYPei iff G is Th (1.3 ) • ':;henever our method 
A 
of proof utilizes topological separation properties of G it is 
therefore necessary (and sufficient) to assume that G is type I. 
A 
Under this hypothesis 1·16 can sh01·1 that G is locally Euclidean iff 
G is cor.1pactly generated, A and G is locally connected iff G 
possesses pro;-:>erty ( L). 
In o.ddition to extending classical duality results like the ones 
mentioned above, this paper also deals briefly 1f.ith square-integrable 
representations of (F'C]- groups, and He provide simple necessary 
and sufficient conditions for 
A , (TrJ E G to be square-:mtegrable. 
For c.onvenience 1·16 shall list the classes of groups with 1·1hich 1~e 
are dealing, 
[snr] - class of locally compact groups possessing a fundamental 
system of invar:Lant neighborhoods of e, 
[:'0]- - class of locally compact groups possessing precompact 
conjusacy classes. 
[~'L'] - - locally compact groups 1f.i th procompact inner automorphism 
group. One has (FIA)- ~ [Sill) ("\ [1'0]- , see [10] , 
(Fn]- - locally compact groups ;lith prccompact commutator group. 
The follouing inclusions hold: [FDg- s; f?cr and [I•'D] -~ [r··c] -, [10] , 
Of, course, all the classes of groups listed above contain the abelian 
groups and the compact groups, 
3 
If 7r ia a tmj.tar~' roprosontat:lon of a closed subr,Toup H of 
the locall;)r compact group G we shall let 7t G denote the unitary 
representation of G induced from Tf • If f is a representation 
of G , f :I 1r.lJ.l denote ·Lhe roprcactrt<J:l;ion of the GUbgroup l! GiVen 
by rontriction, f H(h) ~ f (h) , all h E H • Lot (X. and f be 
unital:"J representations of G, · '.!e shall write 0<. ~ f3 if they are 
unitarily equivalent, If the topological croups G and L are 
isar.torphic, "Ire shall use the notation G ~ L • 
n; E Irr(G-) ( [4] 113o5.1 ) V/& let [~] denote the 
A 
equivalence claes of 7t in G For sc Irr(G) we let [S] 
be the image of S in ~ under the canonical map .~It H (rr] , . 
Finally, we let .f' d11note the representation o£ G given by 
_11t(x) .. J> (xN) whenever y is a. representation of a factor 
grou.p G/N • 
We would like to mention at this point that 
E. Kaniuth recently obtained results related to the present 
ones under somewhat different conditions on the groups. 
(Topology in Duals of 
67-80.) 
SIN -groups, Math. z. 134 (1973) 
1 ,'":_~nnn3 1:ith ahnlian o.uotients. Let G be a ooparahlo locally 
compact group of typo I and suppose that N is a closed normal sub-
r;roup of G such that G/N is abelian, Asnume also that N is typei 
and re[;Ularly embedded in G. In this scet5.on ue shall rumly.ze the 
dual of such croups. He shall assume the reader is familiar Nith 
Hac key 1 s little group method, [1] and [17] , 1'he main reason for 
the above hypothesis on G is that [FC].., groups, uhich are our main 
concern in this paper, satisfies exact sequences of topological G~"C>Ups 
e -4 P -4 G ~ V x A -4 e , Hhere P is mayJ.mal periodic, A is 
<J.belian, discrete, and aperiodic, and V is isomorphic to If for 
some n, ( [1g 1'heorem(3.16) ). Some condition on G like type I -
ness is necessary in the follm·Ting resu..lt 5), 
A 
(l,l) Proposition. Let G and N be as above, If [K] E G 
then the 
;.. 
set Grr ,N = t ['liJ E" (} : '( N is quasi -equivalent to l[N } 
equals [(a/N/'®n]. 
" ~~ Suppose [Y] E G 'lt,N , and let [f] E H be an element of the 
A 
G-orbit en; in N 1·1hich is detemi.ned by 7C ( [1 J ) , Let IC(j) be 
1\ 
the stability gro''·P of f under G1s action on II by inner auto-
norphisrr,s, B:r the Eaclcey theory there is a [6"] E K(f )"' so that the 
induced representation G G is equivalent to Tt, Horeover, 
5) See also 1'heorem (1.3) , (1) ~ ( 2) 
5 
6 11ay be conotructod as foll01·1S: '!,1erc io a multiplier lU on 
K(f)/N such that j extends to an w repr()sentation of >\~) , 
Lot J be any such extension of J ; then there exists an irreduc-
ible w reprencntation {1 of JC~ )IN N sUch that {3 I Ill j 0 ~ b • 
Because of our hypothesis on G and H all primary. W repreoont-
ations of K{J> )/N are type I ( [17] Theorem 8,4), and it follous 
from [ 3 J Theorem( 3, 3) together with [ 3] Theorem( 3, 1) that all the 
.crreducible '0- 1 representations of K{J)/N are on the form 
character of K{_f )/N , From this it follo1-1s 
is induced from representations on the form 
Observe no1v that 
cx 1®G' >0 ~x~ & G"G 
X is any extension of the character 
-
Hhere X is some 
A 
that eve'X"J ['6"] E G ![ ,N 
I I "' X ® ~ ®f =/(I &JG'. 
~ 
to G/N and X: 1 
denotes the lift of X: to G, ( [7] Lemma 4.2), This completes our 
proof. 6 ) 
The folJ.oHing result is 1mll-knom1 and Hill be helpful Hhen co:"-
bined ~lith (1,1), 
(1,2) J.,o;· . ,ma, Let G be a separable locally compact group and let K 
A {C /' be a compact normal subgroup, Then G Tr K = olE G: 'II'K is quasi-equi-
' 
valent to 7t K } A is an open and closed subspace of G , 
A A 
Pr£2.:L_ If ['n:] E G let en: be the G-orbi t in !( associated to [ lf]; 
A A 
the map p: [n:]f-7 Sir, G -7 K/G is continuous, [6] Lemma 3 (the 
~ A 
0rbi t space J:/n io t;i von the c!noti.ont topolorr,r induced from ;c), 
---·---
6) A different proof of (1.1) l·;as pointed out to the author by J.Brezin, 
Drezin 1 s proof also uses the }lackey theory, 
/\ 1\ 
Since K is compact IC and K/G are discrete, The i"asul t no;-1 
folloHs fro:n the fact that 
let G be a J.ocalJ..y compact :.;e!lO.l'I\Dle tj";'e I ;;roup, a.YJd 
su;,poso that K i" a compact normal subgroup of G such that Gli->: 
TC E Irr(G) 
There ill t1 natural map fn; 
given by 0<. f-4 [IX 1 ® lt] • \le let J.llt = 
be fixed 
,..... 
of GIK 
.A. [GIK ®lt] 
but arbitro.ry. 
,.... 
onto [ GIK ® 7t ] 
and provide 
1\ !·~ Hith the topoJ.ogy induced from G • \·Te may define a natural 
groupstructure on NIC by letting 
-,<X., (3 E GIK 
It is easy to check that the product ~ is Hell defined. ]·;ore-
-"' 
over, GliC acts on Hn: as a locally compact llausdorff topological 
6 
transformation group, Indeed, the map (rx, [(310 lt] ) H [IX' (31@ TC] 
"" from GIK x lllr onto Err is continuous, and the rnap 
ex.~ ( Cf3'®n] 1-) [et.'f3'®7l] ) /'-is a homomorphism of OIK 
into the r;rou:1 of honeomr,rphisms of li It , and the map 
/"'.. 
is a ho1.1eomor-phism for each ~ € GIK 
,A. 
Since lin I GIK consists of one point, it is certainly T0 and 
it foll01·1s from J, Gl:iJ:nn ( [8] Theorem l) that the map (X. • G(Tr)H[O:.'~n:J 
from 
......... 
GIK I G(n;) onto Nrr is a homeomorphism, 1'1here G(lr) = 
f 0: E GfK : 0:1 IIi\ 7r ~ TC} is the stability group of [n;], Here the 
type r. /'- /'-hypothesis uas needed. .Since the quotient map GIK -) GIK I G(it) 
is open, it foJ.J.o11s that f7[ is open and Hn: is nausdorff, It also 
-----·----- -----·-·----- .. -- """ 
(7) The following ar~ent!l hold whenQver (G/K 0 rr: ] is closed. 
in a- since (ll/lC tbl!:] 1.11 then locally compact, We shall 
only need to conside~ compact K • 
7 
follot'/8 that Nrc is a topolor;ical group lli th the product l:· 
defined above, and Nit may be identified Hi th the quotient 
./'.. 
group G/J( I G(n") • Thus N7r is even Th by abelian theory [11] • We 
have almost proved the folloHing theorem, 
(1. 3) Theorem. Let G be a separable locally compact group Hi th 
a compact normal subgroup K such that the qoutient G/K is abelian, 
Then the follmving statements are equivalent, 
(1) G is type I 
( 2) G n; K = [ ['0] E G 
' 
15' K is quasi-equivalent to 
./'.. 
equals [ U/K ® 7L] for all [n:] /1. E G • 
(3) ~G 1 is the disjoint union of locally com!Jact abelian topologica 
"" r4 zrou;os [G/:C ® n:] , 
A 
G is Th , (h) 
1\ 
Hhich are open and closed in G, 
'!'here is little left to prove, (1) ~ ( 2) If G is type I 
[ 6/K ® 7i] for all [lt] E (}' , by A then G 71: K equals 
' 
(1.1) 
(2) =} (3) follmrs from (1.1) and (1.2) tozether lr.Lth ti1e arguments 
above, (J) =}(h)~ (1) is obvious , '· ~'· D, 
I:o:·.e: I.L G is o. (separable) f:cc] - group then G satisfies an 
exact sequence of topoloeical eroups e -4 K ~ G 4 A---} e , Hhcre 
l. · mp t ana'• ,·\ = Rn x D , 1s co ac , Hhero D is a discrete Uc) - group 
!21] , If G in type I, so is D and it can be shotm that the 
conunutator subgroup D1 of D is finite ( S, Grosser and H. l·:osl;olvitz, 
~leprosentation theory of central topological groups, 'J'hcorem 5.h, TANS 
129 (1967) 361-370 ; and [18] Theorem 5,12 ), Hence, replacing K 1vith 
il 
-1 ) p (D 1 He may assume that A is abelian in the above sequence, 
Ckmversely, if G is on the form e--') K--) G -4 A--) e Hhere K 
is compact and A is abelian, it folloHs easily that G is an [Fe]-
Group. i''com thcso l'om0.r~:s it is cleo.r that Theorem (1.3) is a 
theorem about [Fe) - croups. · 
In this connection ~m note that J, Liuklconen, [16) Theorem 3.6, 
proved that type I separable [Fe] - groups have Hausdorff duals. i·:e 
feel that our proof of this result is simpler than Liuklconens proof, 
but more important, A Theorem (1,3) reduces the study of G for type I 
[I<e] - groups to the study of abelian character groups. This 1·1ill be 
needed in the proofs of our subsequent results, 
The foll01·1ing refinement of P..roposition (1.1) 11ill also be useful. 
(l.h) Proposition, Let G be a. separable type I [,'e] - group, and 
let N be a closed normal subgroup of G such that G/N is abelian. 
"' Assume N consists entirely of periodic elements, Then Grr N = 
, 
{ [~] E S 1 ¥ 1r is ~uasi-equivalent to 7tu} equals [GfN®7C J,dl 
A [Tt]E G. 
Proof. Let G' be the couuautator subgroup of G. Since \.i is type I 
G sQ,tisfieo :w exact sequence of topologicu.l {:;'l'OUpv e ~ K ~ G~ A- e 
where K is compact and: A is abeli:m, Hence Gi is compact , o.r.d we 
may let Gi = K in the above sequence, Koreover, 11 contu.in:s G1 since 
G/ll is abelian. lienee 
A A __..,_ 
Glr,N c: Glr,K = [G/K ® 7t J A all [lr] E G , by 
( 1.1 ) , N OVI N c P ·= the (ma.ximal) periodic subgroup of G 1 and p iG 
the union of all its compact G-invariant subgroups, so N also has 
this property. Let 
/"., fl [G/K ®7t). Then 
KCN 
(X,K = 1 
all G-invariu.nt compact K c N. Htmco CX. N= 1 and we hnva 
for 
... - ......... ,... /\ 
Gil NC' n [G/K® 7r ) C: [G/:1®7t). Clearly [G/N®ll: J ~ Glt,N ,-).,:<;.;), 
' K 
~le t\U'n noH to the characterization of the connected components 
1\ 
of G for type I [Fe] - groups, 
(1.';) Pronosi t:i.on, Let G be a separable [Fe] - r;roup of type I. 
1\ 
Then the connected component l::n: of [TlJ E G is 01! the form 
....... 
; [G/P ® rr ] Hhere P denotes the periodic subcroU) of G , 
Proof • From ( 1 , 4) " G7r P 
' 
A 
[G/P (?In;], -Also, [G/P ® 7r) is 
connected, being the continuous image of the connpc·~ed group 
""" ""' G/P unde:,· -~he canonical rac:.p CX. ~ C (X 1 @ n; ] ( G/P iR con-
? 
nected o:,' o.beli<?.n theory since G/P is aperiodic, [ 19] Corollary2 
to Theorem 2,5). lienee we have 
A . 
G lr p C l;;n: , As ne saw in the 
' A 
proof of ( 1.4) Gn,P equals the intersection of all the open 
A 
and closed GTr,K , K a G-invariant and compact subgroup of P. 
Thus ~Jr , Q,E,D, 
?, Du.ali ty tl1eory for . G'c]_---'g"'r:..:o:.:uc.cp:.::s,_,_. ':fe arc noH in a position to 
make an analysis, like He did for the character space :::f(G) in [23] , 
1\ 
of the dual space G of separable [Fe] - groups. ~'irst He observe 
" that if i\ is a compact normal suberoup of G and [rc] E G , then 
the restriction 7r K is equivalent to a direct sum m EB W 1-1here 
m is some (at most countable) cardinal number and the sum is ta!{en 
lO 
A A 
over some G-orbit in K under the actton of G on K by inner 
A 
automorphisms, Observe also that Gn; K consists of an elements 
' 
in G Hhich lies over the same G-orbit as Ur] • Using this 
A 
together Ni th 'llworom (1. ~) and the fact, that ~n: = [ G/l' @ lC J 
for t;Y})e I groups, He shall prove results analor;ous to the ones in 
Section 2 and Section 3 of [23J 
• 
l·Je shall also discuss square-
integrable representations and groups Nith compact duals, 
(2,1) Proposition, Let G be a separable [Fe] - g-!'oup. Then the 
follouing results hold, 
(1) 
(2) 
1\ G is co;mectC>d iff G is aperiodic, 
A 
Let G be type I, Then G is totally disconnected iff G is 
(3) If G is type I and the periodic subgroup P is finite 
then G has finitely many connected components. If GE[nAr 
/\ 
and G has finitely many connected components, then the 
periodic subgroup P of G is finite. 
(4) Let G be type I. A G is locally Euclidean iff G is 
compactly generated, 
A 
Proof. (J.) If G is connected then the component of the 
trivial repre::wntation l constitutes all of e , Dnt ~1. is easily 
""' seen to equal G/P even in the non type I case, By the Gelfand-llailcov 
theorem P = (e) and G is 
then G is abelian [1dl 
1\ 
• 
aperiodic, 
A 
Hence G 
Conversely, if G is aperiodic 
is com1ected by abelian theol"J. 
(2) Assume 0 is totally disconnected and let P be the periodic 
peric~::....:.;, 
A 
subgroup of 0, 1'hen G/P = ~t is trivial, hence G = P, Conve1·sely, 
' let G = P 
A 
0 for any 
\'ii th notation as in 
[n;] E '(} , and K 
(1.2) 
compact , 
1\ 
0
rr,K 
Since 
is open and closed. in 
G = P is the union 
11 
of all compact norJ~wl snbgrnups X Ht:1 have " n a,.,. 1, K ,~, ' " ~ G ~ fit] n: ,P 
(as in tho proof of ( 1.4)) .Hence ~lr ~ [n:] A and G is tot<..'.lly dii.lo:Jnnec.l;;ed. 
(3) '.et n he t;ype I nnd suppose P is fini to, 'l"nen thoro is only 
1\ 
a finite nu111bor of G-orbits in P, and hence thoro is only a finite 
/'. " [G/P ® TC] = Gl[ p 
A ' 
n\~her of different connected components 
Conversely, let G c [FIA] - and suppose that G has :Jnly a finite 
number of connected components ~If Then each /;:IT is open and 
II 
: [n] H rc* A closed in G. Let ;¥ be the canonical map of G onto 
.X(G) ( [1] 5.1 and 5.8 ) . l& 
" 
is an open and continuous map, 
hence it maps the open l;;7r onto the connected component ~ i[# of the 
# 
character TC in X (G) • Therefore X(G) has only a finite mmber 
of connected coraponents, and it foJ.lmro from [23] Proponi tion ( 2, J.O) 
that the periodic subgroup P of G is finite. 
(h) Let G be t:rpei and fix a 
that G/K is abelian, In view 
A 
compact normal subgroup !( of G such 
A 
of Tneorem (1, 3) G is locally Buclidean 
iff G/K is locally Euclidean, By abelian theory ([19] Corollary 1 to Th11.2,5 
the last assertion holds iff G/K is compactly generated, which is 
equivalent to G be compacUy .:;·enerated, Q.E.D. (8) 
~'ie say that G in an (1) group if every compact subsot F of G 
is e011to.i110cl. ~11 etiJ o:)(!l1 cor:lpn.ct,Jy generated norr,:_aJ. auberoup i:-.1 of G 
(8) The author recently proved (3) without any typei O£ 
assumtion on the group (On the dual topology of [FC) 
forthcoming in Math.Scand.) 
(FIA]-
groups, 
12 
( 2. 2) Proposi t.ion, ( l) Let G E [l"G] - be separable and type I, 
A 
Then G is locally connected if G is an (L) group. 
(2) Let G be an [FD] - group. Then G is an (L) group 
A 
if G is locally connected, 
!'roof, (l) Suppose G is an (I.) group. Arguing as in the proof of 
[23] Proposition(3.4) (elith 16 = J (G) ) He sea that the periodic 
subgroup P is compact. If G 
A ~n: is on the form [ G/P ~ 7C ] 
is type I each connected component 
A 
: G 7C p , 
/'. 
and is open and closed in G 
since P 
A 
G/P-) 
is compact, 
-
(1,1) and (1,2), Also, the canonical map 
[G/P ® n:J is open and continuous so that it suffices to 
./"-. 
prove that G/P is locally connected , Since our proposition holds 
for abelian groups (K, Fan [5] ) , t.l-je problem is reduced to shmling 
that G/P = Rf x A (uhere A is discrete abelian and aperiodic) is a."! 
( L) group if G is an (L) group, and this 11as proved in the last part 
of [23] p"•opo3ition(3,3). 
(2) A Conversely, suppose G E [Fnr and. G is locally connected, Let 
C denote the intersection of all compact invariant neighborhoods 
of e in G. It is easy to check that G is an (L) group v1henever 
G/C is so (see [23],the proof of Proposition (3.5)). 
Let us show that G/C is an (L) group. Since C is compact 
13 
/'. ...... 
G/C is natu:r:ally embedded in G as an Ol!vn subsp(;.cc, lwnco 
-:;jc io loc<tlly connected. Now G/C E [FIAr so we Lw.y apply 
A 
the open and continuous ourjcction # 1 G/0 ~ X(G/C) (soc 
the proof of ( 2.1)). Thus X ( G/0) is locally connected and it 
follows from [23] Proposition(3o5) that G/0 is an (L) group, 
It has been lm;:nm i'w ;;,::·.lo time that an [FIA]- group G is cliscrete 
iff its character snace X(G) is cotlpact ( (12] and [18] ). Im 
easy consequence of this is that G is discrete if its dual -a- is 
compact, indeed, X(G) is a continuous image of A [18] G • It is 
-natural to ask if [Fe] groups ha.ving compact duals are diSCl'cte, • r .. c 
turn nou to ''n exnnple Hhich sho1-1s that this fails already for type I 
groups, 
( 2, 3) Exru1ple. Tet G be the seLli direct product of the real J.i1~o ill 
and the int.o:~ers Z r!here :Z acts on & by ~ (n)x = 211x, all n E Z , 
x E a , Let 1 be the subr,rou:o of ;a consisting of the integers, 1 
is normal in G since (3 (n )lc f I,, all n E IZ , k E 1 , Let H = G/1, 
tl1en H satisfies an exact sequence of topological groups 
e~ 'lr~ !I~ Z~ e , Hhere "r denotes the circle group. Hence H 
is an [ic] - r;roup. ArF,Uing 1-10rd by l·mrd as in [ 2] 
' 
the proof of 
A A 
Theorem 4. 7 , l·le see that G is compact. Hence H is compact, being 
A 
homeomorphic to a closed subspace of G • 
l':inally, He turn to the question of 
representations of [Fe] - [;roups. He 
squurc-intccrubility for 
1\ 
say that [n:] E G is square-
integrable if all the coord:inate functions x~ ( n:(x)u, u) of 7r 
[rr] is nquare-jntocrable if1' TC occurs in the left rerculm· l'op-
reocntation of G as a subrepresentation, ['+ ] 
• 
It is Jmo1m that 
[Fe] - groups are unimodular, 
(2,4) Theor~..!. Let G be a separable and type I [Fe] - group, 
and fix [lt] E (} T'nen the follo;r.ing three statements are equivalent, 
(1) [n:J is square-integrable, 
( 2) There is a compact normal subgroup K of G such t:1at G/K 
is a.belian and [ GfK ® iC] ~ [n:.] , 
A 
G • 
Each of the above statements implies the follm·r.ing. 
/'-(4) [G/P 0 TC J = [11:] 
' 
11here I' is the periodic subgroup of G, 
~.!. (1)~ (2): t\ Let DtJ E G be square-integrable, and let S' be 
an iNoclucible subrepresentation of TC K If G~) is the stability 
group of S' 1mder G 1 s action by inner automorphisms, He lmoH from 
the l·>aekey theory that there is a mu.J. tiplier W : 
such that J' extends to an W -representation 
G(_f )/K x G{f )/K ---? 'Ir 
J of G~) 07] ; 
moreover there is an -1 W representation 6" 1 of G~) ( Hhich is the 
identity operator on K) such that TC is induced from the ordinary 
representation 
~;i ven by s- 1 
an y E G~)} 
G(J )/K and ~ 
Let <> be the representatj.on o:L G\y )j;; 
1 a:1cJ .. set Sw = { :.c E ()~) : W (x,y) - W Cc ,x) 1 
'.Je have <> = ~ ~ ~ 1 uhcro (); is o. cl;(cracter of 
io an W -l representation of G{j)/S"' ( [3] 'i'heorem 3.1) 
(Hcplaco LU by a sh1ilar multiplier, if necessary), 
Hence 6'" 1 equals 0< times the identity operator on Sw , Usine [14] 
C0rollary J.l,l He sec t.:1at 6"" 1 is " square-intc:;rable i-U -l 
representation, and since 6 1 (s) ~ <X(s)I on S10 it is clear that 
•'\1 is compact, S10 is also normal in G, since G/Sw in 
abelian. Eoroover, the tYJ1e I lwothesis on G implies that W 
is a type I multiplier. Hence G{_p) /Sw has the unique irreducible 
-1 v [ J tV roprosonta tion o , 3 Theorm1 J, 3, Hence 
q ® b I ) ® (3 = f {g)( ()(.@ 0 I ) I @ ~ ~ f @ 0 I J 
for all characters ~ of G{_p) uhich c.re one on Sw , using the 
fact that (f 0S' 1 )G&K ~ (j>®o- 1 &X )G Hhere X is any 
~ 
character of G(_f) equal to 1 on K and 7C is any extension of 
X to G ( [7] Lemma h. 2), He no1-1 have 
TC@X ~(j)0s-l®,t)Gz q®s-I)G"" 7r, 
for any character X of G Hhich is 1 on Sw (and X its :!:'6Si:ci.at:im to CKj>)), 
/'.. 
Hence [G/Sw @ if. ] = [ n::] , and (2) follm·rs, 
/'-(2)~(3): If [G/iC ®t] ~ [TrJ ?or some compact K tlJen Crc] ~-s 
A A 
'pen in G by (l.l) and (!,2), (3)<::::::}(1): If [Jr] is o;:en in G 
tiwn [Tr] is square-inter;rab1e by [i1 J 18,8,5 , sjnce ;-<- ( [X])> 0 , 
vrhere j'- denotes the Plancherel measure for G , ( 9) 
( 2) ==} (h): Suppose there is a compact normal subgroup K of G 
A 
such that G/K is abelian and [ G/K ® 7L] ~ [n:] , ~'hen K c: p and. 
vre have 
/'- ,.....__ 
[ 7t) E [ G/P ® TC ) C: [ G/K 0 1t ) [71:] 
so that " (1~ [It)~ [G/P ® 7L), '<l,,E,D, 
( 9) It 1 s known that [FC: r groups are amenable (( 15 ) ) , 1• e • 
A A ~ 
G • Gr . 'l'his .t'aot wa~ Meded at thi~ point to ensure that [71:]€ Gr. 
A Qr denotes the redu.oed dual o£ G (( 4 J). 
(iO) The author recently proved that a separable [Fe]- group 
possessing a square-integrable irreducible representation 
is automatically typei ( On the dual topology of [Fc]-
groups, to appear in Math, Scand,), 
. ' 
. 1 
16 
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